
emaux metaux
Enameled metals for decoration, 

architecture, design and other wonders.

workshop



workshop
The workshop Émaux Métaux has opened its doors in 2004.

Carried by Marie-Hélène SOYER, the workshop is specialized in the creation of enameled metal pieces 
(copper, steel, stainless steel, additive matter, precious metals). 

Marie-Hélène places a rich personal world, poetic and prolific at custom product’s service, orders and one-
off. Each part goes along with a story, in the form of a unique book extending the dream.

Rare savoir-faire, the enamelling on metals enables to answer to many expectations.
Outside, signage and landscape decoration.

Inside, kitchen, bathroom, decoration, wall elements, sculptures, customized objects.

The enamel is glass or crystal powder, coloured with metallic oxides.
It applies with a brush, a spatula, with a enamel sprayer, by dusting on copper, steel, silver and gold.

Then, the technique involves a serie of quick firing -from 1 to 7 minuts- to high temperature, between 770 
°C and 850° C.

The enamelling on metals is a high quality and lasting material.

Winner of the Académie des Savoir-Faire mention Le Mé-
tal Fondation Hermès, Marie-Hélène SOYER opened the 
workshop Émaux Métaux in Nantes, in 2004.

She has developed a specific practice of the enamelling on 
metals, between artistic skills, crafts and manufacturing.
She shapes enameled samples on steel, copper, that answer 
to architect projects, decorators, designers.

With her personal works, Marie-Hélène leaves 
her imagination close to popular arts, tales and legends 
evolve and reveals taht way her large artistic world.

Marie-Hélène reconciles projects for the workshop and 
an occupation of trainer in several establishments.

For that matter, she is a trainer in la Maison de l’Émail 
in Morez, Jura.

marie-hélènesoyer
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realisations



The bark’s whisper
Casing of the central fireplace Au Club Alpin, Champex, Suisse
Contracting authority, Eskiss

It’s a crossed dream between what snow-covered barks of Sibérie 
tell and what whisper those of the moutains of the Valais Suisse.

Interpretation of a traditional and manufacturing method, 
le brossé. 
The bark’s whisper, union of the matte and shiny, of the transparen-
cy and metallic reflections.

Old method of the enamel industry, «le brossé», proceeds by removal and 
layering of the enamel.
This expertise is always employed for the Parisian underground stations’ names,
some advertising plaques.

FIREPLACE’S CASING - THE BARK’S WHISPER

Central fireplace two frontages, top and a lateral door
Enameled steel 22 enameled pieces - average size 800x700

Frontages 3060x1920x887

the bark’s whisper
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Project with Jouin Manku agency for table pans, 
placed in the restaurant L’Asiatique in La Mamounia, Marrakech.

PLATEAUX DE TABLE - RESTAURANT L’ASIATIQUE
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Project with Jouin Manku agency for table pans, placed in the restaurant 
L’Asiatique in La Mamounia, Marrakech.
Unique decoration, made by hand

Huge challenge for this project: dietary obligations, easy to maintain, 
resistant, softness,  transparency, density, between dreams and petals.

We took up this challenge with Margot Lafuente, architect in Jouin Manku 
agency. For this project, we imagined another way to apply the enamel on 
steel. 

TABLE PANS - RESTAURANT L’ASIATIQUEla mamounia

Crédits photo: @eugeniale_ / Alan Keohane 
@jouinmanku @lamamouniamarrakechatelier@emauxmetaux.com atelier@emauxmetaux.com



Integrated in a bookcase.

Enamelled steel
Realization of 8 pieces
419×542 on average 

BOOKCASE - TOP OF THE VINES
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Original decoration
Contracting authority, Eskiss, Suisse 

«A walk, a discovery,
Tiny plots on the side of the mountains make light of the bad weather
Living of love from those who keep going
Shape a landscape
Shape personalities»

Marie-Hélène SOYER

BOOKCASE - TOP OF THE VINEStop of the vines
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the dragon’s petals

The dragon’s petals
Casing of the fireplace of the Hostellerie Le Château St Jean, Montluçon

200 petals - average size 190×300 - Enamelled steel
Contracting authority, Workshop François Pouenat
Jouin Manku Agency

We had to pick a material that mixed aestheticism and high security norms 
(no emanations and a weak deterioration in the event of a fire.

The high-qualities of the enamelled steel and the workshop’s researches
of material charmed the workshop François Pouenat and Jouin Manku 
Agency.

FIREPLACE’S CASING - THE DRAGON’S PETALS

Crédits photo: @chateau_saint_jean_officiel atelier@emauxmetaux.comatelier@emauxmetaux.com



Pennon finial – Sud-Est Tower
Saumur castle, France

Give its drawn look again to the castle of 
Saumur, just like illuminations of the Very Rich 

Hours of the Duc de Berry. 

A beautiful realization where we could play 
alchemists, combining gold and enamel in 

a little conventional way.
Then, modestly, we took a manufacturing 

method up again, le Brossé.

PENNON
SAUMUR CASTLEpennon
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Re-establishment of 1940 pieces of enamel steel for 4 maps of the American Memorial cemete-
ry, Colleville sur Mer, Omaha Beach.

American cemetery Colleville sur Mer
Contracting authority JMC Bronze

The originate pieces were in enameled bronze. 
We made the choice of the enameled steel set 
in bronze.

Around a hundred enameled pieces more 
or less large and complex, then  silkscreen 
printed.

Around a hundred pieces for the importance 
of the Memory and the History.

AMERICAN MEMORIAL CEMETERYmémorial
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Blue low sideboard
Contracting authority Atelier Steaven Richard,
Agence Pierre Yovanovitch

Steady conversation between the possibilities of the 
material and the client’s wills.

Knowing to stay humble and ambitious, being attentive 
without forgetting yourself. 

BLUE LOW SIDEBOARDsideboard

Four doors in enamelled steel 650×650 mm 2750x700x550
atelier@emauxmetaux.comatelier@emauxmetaux.com



Legs for a coffee table
Contracting authority Atelier Steaven Richard

There are sometimes mysterious orders we don’t really know the purpose.

Here we find a perfect union of powder and liquid enamels.
Two skills of our occupation meet and  unite in the fire.

Enameled steel 250x500x370

COFFEE TABLE’S LEGStable

Before 3rd firing Before set-up
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Console table Christophe Come

The beauty of repetition…
Create a identical set of pieces 
where they never are the same.

Detail of one leg
100 pieces diameter 70 mm

Enamelled copper

Console 750x3500x450

CONSOLE TABLE CHRISTOPHE COMEconsole table

Research
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COFFEE TABLE - MISTS OF THE LAKEmists of the lake

Mists of the lake

Where it’s about a daydream by the lake Léman, 
accompanied by a twinkly mind. 

Architect Studio Constantin Cantacuzène

1200x400
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Kitchen Villa Forsone, La Baule, France
Cecile Derrien Agency

An idea of lichen…
Backboard and casing of doors

Enamelled steel 15 m²

KITCHEN VILLA FORSONEkitchen
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Lacquered wood, enameled steel
Contracting authority, Eskiss, Suisse

A pleasure to work once again for Mathieu Rouiller and 
his team.

It’s the rain, silvery on leafes that leaded this choice.

BAR LIBRARY ISLER

Realisation of 5 pieces in enameled steel - 419×542 on average
Original decoration

isler
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Chakpur project - Mandala
Initiated by Félicie d’Estienne d’Orves
In collaboration with Michel Delarasse, atelier Icare

Artistic project started by the nature reserve of Haut-Jura.
Project on the theme of light, proceeding between sculpture,  
enamelling and new technologies.

Realization of 249 medallions in enameled steel to form 
a mandala of 6 meters of diameter, placed on the city hall square 
of Morez, Jura.

Unique realization in France.

ENAMELED MANDALA - CHAKPURchakpur project
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imagination



Beautiful dishes
Poetic enameled crockery hand decorated
Collection « Prague Ville Magie »

All the pieces Beautiful dishes are unique objects. 
For each, Marie-Hélène imagine a pattern and a different text.

From an ordinary object I create with my sensibility, my taste for a 
coloured and 
festive day-to-day, a useful object but also a dreaming and poetic 
part for everyone.

ART DE LA TABLE - BELLES GAMELLESbelles gamelles
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Season’s printing
opus 3 
Triptych enameled steel 1500×900, 
specific collection, Suisse
Book cover Workshop Jeanne Frère

« To pulled off pages of our 
softness sing the wind 

light pleased we see it fly by taking 
by its side the pages of a life. »

Marie-Hélène SOYER

atelier@emauxmetaux.com

PRINTING - SEASON’S PRINTINGseason’s printing
Texts with printings
Book cover Workshop Jeanne Frère, Nantes

«We finally understood that only the 
lightness could fit the bill

that only joys of existence could give us 
real pleasure

We will bring joyful images to life

appear buried laughter.»

Marie-Hélène SOYER

atelier@emauxmetaux.com



SCULPTURE - NUTS AND BOLTS, PISTON, CRICKETnuts and bolts, piston, cricket
Nuts and bolts, piston, cricket

7 opus for the paper of a meeting
Sculptures - enameled copper and other elements

atelier@emauxmetaux.com

# 4
february 2018

 « Washed sky
sun returned the cold accompany it
birds are dishevelled winter pompoms
it’s the softness the newness
that we don’t know how to tame
To buds that were revealed the frost has 
slown the race
first petals buxomed too soon
freezing enthusiasm. »

Marie-Hélène SOYER

atelier@emauxmetaux.com



# 6
15 april

«The first swallows have arrived
The first swifts have arrived
swirling in the evening azure
they have started their trills
Full of journeys enjoying the sun
their wings enchant us their trills ruffle our 
thoughts
With whom to share this astonishment the 
enthusiasm ?
The moon rised thin gold crescent
stories and feelings go by hook up to us
necklaces of moving pearls the gold of the 
setting sun ruffle the moon.»

Marie-Hélène SOYER
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A boat for winter, 
Collection «on the wheels» 

Poetic text and reliquary-toy in enameled copper. 180×150
Book cover workshop Jeanne Frère

«A boat
For winter admiring the moon
Its white companion Dressed in red by vanity
A boat for winter
Slides softly in a snowflakes’ dream.»

Marie-Hélène SOYER

SCULPTURE - COLLECTION «ON THE WHEELS»a boat for winter
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The scarf,
Collection «on the wheels»

Poetic text and reliquary-toy in enameled copper. 240x180
Book cover workshop Jeanne Frère

«Aimree is happy. Old and happy.
When she is not trudging in the mountains – mountains that she 
knows weeds and pebbles, shepherds, animals – she is kniting 
tirelessly.
Knitted sweaters for shepherds, for tough beekeepers, for the 
kids in the vale, for the dear sprogs to come. Sweater that smell 
off the dry weeds and the open air. Sweaters telling the joy and 
the serenity of an happy old lady.»

Marie-Hélène SOYER

SCULPTURE - COLLECTION «ON THE WHEELS»the scarf
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Ms Ridagodon’s ears,
Collection «on the wheels»

Poetic text and reliquary-toy in enameled copper. 240x180
Book cover workshop Jeanne Frère

«Cold wind!
Violent wind!
Scattered rain!
Soft!
Cold!
Gust!
Storm!

Where it’s about a woman with red curls, in constant hopping mad!
Where it’s about a city, grey and cold, a summer ending.
Where it’s about Madame Ridagodon’s ears, the woman with red curls, in 
constant hopping mad. Where, following the departure of the hat, we attend 
to the wing of Madame Ridagodon’s ears.»

Marie-Hélène SOYER

SCULPTURE - COLLECTION «ON THE WHEELS»ms ridagodon
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innovation



Collection of poetic objects inspired by culinary art.
Linked with the Museum of Popular Arts, Laduz.

In collaboration with Cyril Maisonnave.

CULINARY ART FOR FAIRIESculinary art
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DECORATIVE APPLICATION - THE LEAVES’ RUSTLEthe leaves’ rustle

atelier@emauxmetaux.com

Installation of the leaves’ rustle for the Revela-
tions Exhibition, Grand Palais.

Revelations project 2019, installation of 365 
knited leaves, hand-machine, enameled stainless 
steel cable
Leaves average size 120x60.

A subtle and soft whisper accompanies the 
dream.

Decorative applications, light, 
installations, dreams...

In collaboration with Cyril Maisonnave.

atelier@emauxmetaux.com



ICE BUCKET - CHAMPAGNE !champagne !
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Champagne!, ice bucket, 2018. 
Gallery Seikado, Kyoto, 
Guillaume Bloget, industrial designer, 
Jean-Pierre Cottet-Dubreuil, Richard Orfèvre

The ice bucket is produced in embossed copper.
Its external surface is enameled and its interior 
surface is silver-plated. An enamel has been es-
pecially developed to provide random reflects
, both matte and satiny like a grape’ skin.
Its flared border enables to bring the ice bucket 
with open hands just like an offering. 

Sample available on steel
On sale at Richard Orfèvre, Paris.



references
Winner of the Académie des Savoir-Faire mention Le Métal – Hermès Foundation

Fireplace’s casing , Club Alpin Champex, Eskiss, Suisse
Fireplace’s casing, Hostellerie St Jean, Montluçon, Workshop François Pouenat
Jouin Manku Agency, Paris
Prototyping origami chicken in enameled cast iron gilded by leaf Le Creuset
Pedestal table Workshop Steaven Richard, Paris
Medieval face clocks Ardavin, Madrid
Restoration of military monuments in enameled steel american cemetery,
Colleville sur Mer JMC Bronze
Creation of enameled flag, Saumur castle
Creation of a table for the restaurant ABC Home New-York
Prototyping, Petit Bateau, Paris
Restoration of a commemorative military monument of the World War Two
American cemetery, Luxembourg JMC Bronze
Prototyping for Dior Haute-Couture
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Création of the brand Belles Gamelles dishes in enameled steel
Co-creation of a collective workshop for enamelers, in partnership with federation 
of municipalities Arcade, Morez
Co-founder of la Ligue des Émailleurs du Grand Ouest with Peupl’art,
Popular Education strucutre, St Aubin les Elbeufs

In charge of seminar/working group enamel and design, Ecole Bleue, Paris Maison 
de l’Email, Morez
Trainer, option enameling on steel CAP Art Enameler, AFPI, Limoges
Participant BMA Horlogerie private high school Les Savarières, 
St Sébastien sur Loire
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ATELIER ÉMAUX MÉTAUX

67, rue du Millau 44000 NANTES

atelier@emauxmetaux.com

06 32 29 35 33

Don’t hesitate to contact us for making your dreams and wishes 
come true.


